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BELENCO
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Touch upon
the life!
Belenco unifies all living spaces
it is situated, with life itself.
Universe with its pieces –the
ones we witnessed and the ones
we haven’t witnessed yet- is a
celebration full of mysteries and
resultant unique beauties.

BELENCO

Belenco gets inspired from magnificent
pieces of nature and reinterprets them
by processing their reflections into
quartz. If you ever wished travelling
through the time and space at once,
now it’s time for you to enjoy successing
it via Belenco’s new collection.
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1123 PERLA

With the values we carry into your living areas from your house’s kitchen to bathroom, the floor to
walls and facade linings; you will understand that actually you are never in a confined place.
While you are discovering the unique brand-new details in your home full of eternal beauty of the
universe; we will be smiling with you. You will smile with happiness; we will smile with proud.

BELENCO

Predicting life’s surprises and
being prepared is our hobby.
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8113 ANEMON

BELENCO

Nature inspires us!
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BELENCO

It’s inevitable for you not to
meet Belenco. Because...
You are nature. And earth. And universe.
Belenco gives life to a piece of you.
And locates it in the most valuable place of your life.

If you don’t have a Belenco right now, it’s
because they are being produced for you right
now.

BELENCO

From nature to your home.
You are about to witness
Belenco’s natural touch.
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8224 INTERSTELLAR

BELENCO
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Belenco® PRESTIGE
9119 CALACATTA VENETO

Designing surfaces that make you happy
with your every touch, is our biggest aim...

BELENCO

Our R&D Center* developes designs with new solutions, colors,
patterns and components, then processes the quartz that we receive
from natural resources, in our technological production lines; that’s
how Belenco Quartz Surfaces reach you.
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*Our R&D Center is approved by Ministry of Science, Industry and Technology.
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BELENCO

Belenco® PRESTIGE

They are original work of arts,
developed by Design and R&D
teams together.

9719 MARQUINA LAVAGNA

It is a pioneer for interior designers who seek change and genuine solutions
for their limitless thoughts.
BELENCO PRESTIGE is inspired by the infinity of the universe. A visual feast,
reflecting the most beautiful moments of the nature, sky and stars.

8224 INTERSTELLAR

7119 CALACATTA VENATINO

8119 CALACATTA VERONA

5113 MINTA

BELENCO

9119 CALACATTA VENETO
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It is inevitable to have some difference between real products and product images. Belenco is not responsible for imperfections that may be caused by printing.

BELENCO
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Belenco® PURE
4123 KASHMERA WHITE

Pureness.
Reflecting this feature to
our living areas, is our most
important responsibility.

BELENCO

In Belenco, quartz is produced as surfaces with a philosophy about natural
resources’ usage consciously not only just for today but also for tomorrow as
heritage. Surfaces with more than 90% quartz mineral, are hygienic surfaces
because they don’t allow microorganisms to reproduce thanks to their
nonporous structure. They don’t cause insanitary gas emission that can ruin
interior place air quality.
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Version 2021

Purity is quality.

BELENCO

Belenco® PURE
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1123 PERLA

4123 KASHMERA WHITE

2110 ANGEL WHITE

1110 ICEBERG

3113 DAPHNE CRACK

2214 TEOS

4524 LA LUNA

5114 CAROLA

1123 PERLA

BELENCO

You may feel as if you are
sometimes wandering
around the poles, and
sometimes around an
ancient city.

BELENCO PURE represents purity with calm and
impeccable surface quality. It reflects the same
emotion at every area it is used.
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It is inevitable to have some difference between real products and product images. Belenco is not responsible for imperfections that may be caused by printing.

BELENCO
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Your companion in your living spaces

Interior Decoration

Wall Covering
Stairs

Backsplash

Interior Decoration
Countertop
Tables

Island

BELENCO

Flooring
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Reflects nature’s beauty.

BELENCO

Belenco® NATURAL
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8123 CARRARA LUCA

1124 AMALFI

4535 TERRE GREY

2254 AURORA

1227 PIXIE WINGS

3555 PARMA

BELENCO

4535 TERRE GREY

Reminds you the
beauty and strength
of the nature either at
kitchen, or bathroom,
or a step of a stair

Reflecting all sorts of characteristics received from the
nature, BELENCO NATURAL brings its colors, texture and glow
along, as well.

6114 BELLUNO
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It is inevitable to have some difference between real products and product images. Belenco is not responsible for imperfections that may be caused by printing.

Being at home is the best...

BELENCO

Belenco® LOFT
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4558 BABILON

4043 AIZANO

5050 FORZA FUME

7543 MONTANA

7537 METROPOL GREY

8727 SPA BLACK

BELENCO

7537 METROPOL GREY

BELENCO LOFT is for
those who want to
have a personalized
style and joyous life.

Who does not want to escape from the monotonous scenery
of the city?
The incomparable harmony of BELENCO LOFT with wood, metal
and extraordinary colors takes you beyond what you imagined.
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It is inevitable to have some difference between real products and product images. Belenco is not responsible for imperfections that may be caused by printing.

Make room for this flashy
friend at your home.

BELENCO

Belenco® CLASSIC
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3333 BOLETUS

4227 FAIRY WHITE

4458 CHAKRA BEIGE

5329 MOCCA MOUSSE

4444 SAHARA BEIGE

9113 ALINDA

8113 ANEMON

3618 OLYMPOS

BELENCO

8113 ANEMON

Classic look is
the keystone of
architecture of every
period.

With its rich selection of colors and textures, high performing
BELENCO CLASSIC is the immutable option of every period,
responsive to impeccable applications.
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It is inevitable to have some difference between real products and product images. Belenco is not responsible for imperfections that may be caused by printing.

5250 ELIXIR WHITE

From black to
white, addresses
the expectations of
industry and users.
BELENCO

BELENCO

Belenco® ESSENTIAL

Touch upon the universe,
stars and earth.

5751 GALA BLACK
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5139 JULIET WHITE

4262 KRISTELLA WHITE

5751 GALA BLACK

8765 VOLCANO BLACK

3152 ELLSWORTH ICE

2262 MONT CLAIR SNOW

8250 COLUMBIA GREY

6139 EVEREST WHITE

8262 MONT BLANC SNOW

Develops “essential” solutions for your living spaces.
BELENCO ESSENTIAL is one of most important and essential
options at the application stage of these solutions.

It is inevitable to have some difference between real products and product images. Belenco is not responsible for imperfections that may be caused by printing.

BELENCO

Belenco® SETA COLLECTION
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Feel nature’s silky touch...
2214 TEOS SETA

4558 BABILON SETA

8727 SPA BLACK SETA

7537 METROPOL GREY SETA

3333 BOLETUS SETA

4043 AIZANO SETA

6114 BELLUNO SOFT TOUCH

8765 VOLCANO BLACK SETA

8727 SPA BLACK

BELENCO

Nature’s innocence and
kindness are with you.

Seta (matte) surfaces are created for those who want to feel
the naturalness in every touch
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It is inevitable to have some difference between real products and product images. Belenco is not responsible for imperfections that may be caused by printing.

BELENCO

PRODUCTION

Design, Technology and
Quality.
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Belenco Quartz Surfaces
They are produced from high-quality polymers
(fasteners) involving more than 90% quartz
mineral, highly durable for scratching and
corrosion, resistant to chemicals, hygienic
and resistant to staining with its nonporous
structure, state of the art technology
product and very strong. They are structure
materials that can be used for kitchen and
bathroom countertops, floors, wall and facade
linings, banks and various application areas;
need minimum care; offers extraordinary
performance thanks to its technical and
physical features.
Advantages
Belenco Quartz Surfaces -with more than 90%
quartz- have all characteristic superiorities of
quartz inside. Quartz -one of the most hardest
semi-precious mineral stones in nature with 7
mohs hardness- adds value to Belenco Quartz
Surfaces with high scratching and corrosion
durability. Thanks to this feature, Belenco
Quartz Surfaces keeps their beauty just like
the first day for long years.

BELENCO

Belenco is a surface with resistance to
staining. Items like coffee, tea, vine, mustard,
vinegar, lemon -which can give harm to other
countertop materials- can’t have an impact
Belenco surfaces.
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Belenco interprets extraordinary strong and durable
natural quartz mineral with art and engineering; then
makes production with leading-edge technology and
fascinating designs; so Belenco surfaces are strong
and aesthetical with their corrosion, scratch and
chemical resistance. They can be cleaned easily, add
comfort to life with usage easiness.

Edge Profiles

Workmanship and applications of front edge profiles of benches and countertops
are carried out by authorized workshops. Types of edge profiles applied may vary
depending on the machinery and equipment pool of relevant shop. Therefore, a
comprehensive discussion and agreement with the workshop must be ensured in
advance.

Always Hygienic

Stain Proof

Maintainability

Belenco is a hygienic surface with its non
liquid-penetrant, nonporous, compact,
unstainable structure; also it doesn’t allow
microorganisms to reproduce within itself.
Belenco’s hygienic structure is approved
by NSF and it’s documented with NSF51
certificate that foods can be prepared safely
on it. There is no need to apply special
chemicals to provide hygiene..

Belenco includes more than 90% natural
quartz mineral, binding and inorganic
pigment in its formula; makes production
with world’s cutting-edge technology;
is a surface resistant to contamination
thanks to its non liquid-penetrant,
nonporous structure. Belenco is a surface
with resistance to staining. Items like
tea, coffee, vinegar, lemon, colored
spices -which can stain other countertop
materials permanently or corrode their
surfaces- can’t have an impact Belenco
surfaces.

It shines just like the first day with a
simple daily cleaning! A damp cloth and
liquid soap (glass surface cleaner or
dishwashing liquid) is enough for daily
cleaning. If you wipe leftovers that drop in
or contamine to surface, before they turn
to residual contamination, you can protect
your surface’s perfect first-day view for
long years with a basic cleaning.

Do not allow persistent dirt to get dry on your countertop. It is recommended to wipe this type of difficult stains with a damp cloth before they get dry and
then it is recommended to dry the surface. Please do not forget to take “Belenco Use and Maintenance Guidelines” from your workshop.
Belenco
Quartz Surfaces
Scratch Resistance
Flexural Strength
Breaking Rupture Strength
Chemical Resistance
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Liquid Impermeability and Non-porousness
Stain proof
Hygiene
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Maintainability

BELENCO

Heat and Combustion Resistance
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Belenco preserves the right to change color, technical specifcations and dimensions of the products without any prior notice. Stone images
provided in the leaﬂet reﬂect a part of our slabs. They may not represent the design characteristics of the actual slab. Before purchasing, viewing
the whole slab for color, distribution and vein patterns is recommended.

Color Stability

Version 2021

Natural Stone
(Granite)

Laminate

Acrylic Surfaces
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BELENCO

TECHNIC

The most accurate information for
the right choice

Headquarters and Factory:
Factory I :
Manisa Organize Sanayi Bölgesi 4.Kısım Keçiliköy OSB Mahallesi
Ahmet Nazif Zorlu Bulvarı No: 22 Yunusemre - MANİSA / TÜRKİYE
Factory II :
Manisa Organize Sanayi Bölgesi 4. Kısım 418. Cadde
Yunusemre - MANİSA / TÜRKİYE
T: +90 236 213 03 43 F: +90 236 213 03 03
E: info@belenco.com
Istanbul Office:
Akmerkez Residence Kültür Mah. Adnan Saygun Cad. Ulus Yolu No:
3 K: 12 D: 12 A1 P. K. 34340 Etiler - Beşiktaş - İSTANBUL / TÜRKİYE
T: +90 212 871 20 95 F: +90 212 871 20 96
E: info@belenco.com
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